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wise privileges; to the Committee on Merchant Marine and Fisheries.
By Mr. MOORHEAD:
H.R. 12478. A bill for the relief of the
family of Nicholas Ardine; . to the Committee
on the Judiciary.
By Mr. POWELL:
H.R.12479. A bill for the relief of Edward
and Betty Daror; to the Committee on the
Judiciary.
By Mr. ROSTENKOWSKI:
H.R. 12480. A. bill for the relief of Antonio
Selvaggi; to the Committee on the Judiciary.
By Mr. SIKES:
H.R. 12481. A bill for the relief of Jordan
Tomicic; to the Committee on the Judiciary.
By Mrs. WEIS:
H.R. 12482. A bill to exempt from taxation
certain property of the American Association

of University Women, Educational Foundation, Inc., in the District of Columbia; to
the Committee on the District of Columbia.

481. By the SPEAKER: Petition of Joseph
J. Cooley, city clerk, Buffalo, N.Y., requesting

funds for the construction of a new post
office building in the city of Buffalo; to the
Committee on Appropriations.
_
482. Also, petition of John M. Fernandez,
PETITIONS, ETC.
convention chairman, Maui County DemoParty, Makawao, Maul, Hawaii, reUnder clause 1 of rule XXII, petitions cratic
passage of legislation before the
and papers were laid on the Clerk's desk questing
Congress that would provide medical and
and referred as follows:
· hospital care for veterans under certain con480. By Mr. KOWALSKI: Resolution of the ditions; to the Committee on Veterans' AfVeterans of Foreign Wars of the United fairs.
States, Department of Connecticut protest483. Also, petition of M. E. Chapman, presing the reduction in force of conta.ct division ident, Restoration of our American Republic,
personnel on the grounds that service to Shreveport, La., relative to two resolutions
veterans, their dependents, widows and adopted by this organization, relating to suborphans would adversely affect their welfare versive activity in the United States, and
because of such reduction; to the Committee relating to the United Nations, respectively;
on Veterans' Affairs.
to the Committee on Un-American Activities.

EXTENSIONS OF REMARKS
GOP Thinks in Terms of 1860-Not 1960
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. THOMAS P. O'NEILL, JR.
OF MASSACHUSETTS
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Wednesday, June 1, 1960

Mr. O'NEILL. Mr. Speaker, under
leave to extend my remarks I wish to insert an article authored by the Honorable JoHN W. McCoRMACK, which appeared in the Tribune publications in
Massachusetts as well as numerous other
newspapers throughout the Nation.
JoHN McCoRMACK is one of the greatest
of the great leaders in the Democratic
Party. He has served the Nation, its
people, and his party with remarkable
ability through the years. He speaks
with the authority gained from his vast
experience and from his vigorous leadership under our two outstanding Democratic Presidents, Franklin D. Roosevelt
and Harry Truman. I commend the following to the attention of my colleagues
in the House:
GOP THINKS IN TERMS OF 1860-NOT 1960
(By JoHN W. McCoRMACK, National House
majority leader)
With a united Democratic Party, and with
the issues that now exist, the situation looks
very optimistic for the election of a Democratic President and the continuance of a
Democratic National House and Senate.
Seldom, if ever, has there been such an
abundance of issues previous to a presidential campaign as there are now in evidence.
As we analyze the events which will lead
into the issues of the forthcoming presidential campaign, we find that they have combined in the present administration that
produced a faltering, uncertain government,
both foreign and domestic. On the international level, we are threatened by loss of
leadership in the world.
·
On the homefront, numerous unmet needs
and unsolved problems have been ~ccumu
lating.
The
Eisenhower-Nixon
administration
permitted these critical problems to develop.
They do not want to admit they even exist.
Instead, they substitute slogans and

phrases for policy and action.

The issue of· foreign policy, as directed by
the Eisenhower-Nixon administration, will
be of paramount importance. Our foreign
policy, influenced by the old guard element
of the GOP, has resulted in:
Nations friendly to us turning to policy
of neutralism, and this is not for our best
interests.
Facts will be advanced that will show that
the present administration has conceded to
the Soviets in the field of intercontinental
ballistic missiles a superiority over us of
three to one. This is a calculated risk which
is not healthy.
In the field of outer space, particularly in
propulsion power satellites, we are from 4 to
5 years behind the Soviet Union.
The Republican policy in this field is to
"catch up." The Democratic policy is to "go
.ahead." If it is going to take us 4 or 5 years
to catch up with the Soviet Union now,
where will they be by that time?
At the present time, we have no defense
at all against intercontinental ballistic missiles. The one partial defense we could develop-the Nike-Zeus-has been scrapped by
the administration.
The Democratic Congress, for the present
fiscal year, appropriated $137 million additional for the development of this defense of
America, and the administration has refused
to spend one penny-freezing the entire
amount.
On the domestic level, it is very apparent
that the Republican old guard on the congressional level is completely in control of
the Republican Party,
They think in terms of 1860, not 1960.
They have no appreciation of the fact that
the space age is here with the great technological revolution that is under way.
Further evidence of the old guard influence is shown by the strenuous GOP opposition to legislation for the hospitalization of
the aged, the housing legislation, the increase in hourly minimum wage, to extend
the coverage of the minimum wage, to extend
the standards of unemployment compensation law; and their vigorous opposition to
water. pollution control, just to mention a
few measures the Democratic Congress has
sponsored and the old guard has opposed.
As I view the next 4 years, they will be
the most important era in the history of
our Nation. The next 4 years call for not
only leadership of great ability, but with
vision and with courage.
There is no hope of that leadership from
the Republican old guard, and the Republican candidate for President, if elected,
would be a prisoner of the Republican old
guard.

a

Results of the Annual Questionnaire
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. JACK WESTLAND
OF WASHINGTON
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

VVednesday,June1,1960

Mr. WESTLAND. Mr. Speaker, each
year I send questionnaires to the voters
of my district because the answers are
of value to me, the Representative on
whom these voters depend. The answers to this year's questionnaire indicate to me that there is a greater interest
among the people of the second district
in national and world affairs than ever
before.
Although the returns have been excellent in past years, the return this year
exceeded my expectations and this is
gratifying ·to me. I mailed 92,700 questionnaires this year and received a return of 12 percent.
The returned questionnaires have been
grouped into six categories, which are
self-explanatory. They include labor,
white collar, farmer, professional, business, and miscellaneous. The last category included unsigned questionnaires,
housewives, retired persons, students
and others who could not be classified
easily in one of the other groups.
Mr. Speaker, the substantial thought
given to the issues and problems covered
by the questionnaire · is encouraging.
About 40 percent of those who answered
took the time and the trouble to comment in detail on these matters, and
these comments help me to determine
how I should represent my district. I
regret that time simply did not permit
a detailed reply to these people for I
should like to have done so.
I am sure the Members of Congress
will be interested in the outcome of my
questionnaire, so under leave to extend
my remarks in the RECORD, I include the
detailed results. The figures I use here
represent percentages, not the number

of persons who answered a particular
question.
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1. In order of their importance to you, number the sill: most important issues· toda.y.
Labor

White
collar

Farmer

Professional

Business

Miscellaneons

June 1
Do you favor repeal of the 22d amend-

ment which limits the President to two
terms?

All

--------------(--- -----------------National defense_----------------------Peace __ -------------------------------Inflation ______ -------- ___ --------- _____ _
Education_ - --------------------------.- Foreign ________________________________
afiairs_ -------------------------_
Budget_

48
17
12

Social security_------------------------Civil rights
___ -------------------------Missile
development_
__________________ _
Atomic
energy_------------------------Farm program _________________________ _
Disarmament_ _________________________ _
Flood controL-------------------------Space exploration __ --------------------0 ther ______ ---- __ ------------- ___ ----- __

3

31

•

17
23
4

16

1

3
1
1
1

5
7
4

3

3
3

(1)

22
20

26
21

1
1
1
1

(1)

33

2

11

4

2
1
1
1
1

(1)

1
3

17
25
2

u

(1)

3
1
3
1
(1)

5

4

3
1
1
2 '

3
1

2

1

(1)
(1)

2

1
2

3
2
1
1
1

(1)

73
77
78
76
78
73
73

22

27
27

All__-- ------------- :_ ___ --------·--

9. Should the Federal Government provide funds for (A) school construction, (B)
teachers• salaries?

(1)

1
2

27
23
22
24

Labor--- -------------------------White collar---------------------Farmer_-----.
- --------------------_
ProfessionaL _____________________
Business __ -----------------------Miscellaneous.:.--------------------

3

4

1
1
2

(1)
(1)

2

5

}

8

(1)

20

No ·

Yes

36
21
19
6
5

36
19

38

(1)

A
1

B

Less than 1 percent.

2. The President has estimated a surplus
:for fiscal 1961. Should we: (A) Spend it,
(B) reduce taxes, (C) reduce the national
debt.
B

A

32
24

8
6
5
8

Labor_----------White collar _____ _
Farmer __________ _
ProfessionaL ___ -Business _________ _
Miscellaneous ___ _
AlL--------------

4
7

0

70
75
73
69
67
67

19
27
26
26

I

3. Liberalization of social security will require increases in individual and employer
contributions. Under such circumstances do
you prefer: (A) No change in the low, (B)
surgical and hospital care for beneficiaries,
(C) higher ceiling on allowable earnings?
B

A

Labor_----------White collar _____ _
Farmer __________ _
Professional _____ _
Business _________ _
Miscellaneous ___ _
All __ -------------

23

7. Do you favor: (A) An increase in minimum wages from $1 to $1.25 an hour, (B)
extension of minimum wages to cover more
workers who are exempt now?

60

20

7

Yes

A

Yes
Labor
------------White__collar
________ _
Farmer------------ProfessionaL ________ -_
Business __ --------- __
Miscellaneous ______ _
All_---------------- -

73
55
42

35

23

52
45
58

59

27
45

88
66

42
41

Rockefeller-----------------------------Stevenson
______________________________ _
Symington_____________________________ _
A
____________________________
--------------------------_
A Democrat
Republican

42

30

29

50

71

71

Labor_---------------------------White collar______________________ _
Farmer_-------------------------Professional __ -------------------Business __ -----------------------Miscellaneous
_____________________ ,

29

32

68
80

20
22

78

AlL_------------------------------

No
47
48
27
55
38
43

53

52
73
45
62
57
56

44

White
collar

Farmer

Professlonal

Business

MiscelIaneous

All

5

1

12

8
3

2

44
8

60
11

7
3
10
5

6
1
3
4

4

3

1

3
3

1
67
10
3
1
3
4
5

6

(1)

1
62
10
10

•
4

3

(1}

1
7
71
8

(1)

2
5 '
2

4

2
8
1

2
8
1

63

69

9
6
1
5

7
5
2
6

3

4
4

3

No
1

26
12
22
15
27
19
21

74
88
78
85
73
81
79

5. Do you favor continuation by the
United States of its mutual security program
of m111tary and economic aid to countries
outside the Soviet bloc?
Yes
Labor____________ ----------- _____ _
White collar ____ -----------------Farmer ____ ---------------------________________ _____ -_
ProfessionaL
Business _________________________ _
Miscellaneous ________ -------- ____ _
All__ ------------------------------

68

78
73
87
72
71
73

Yes
26

27
18
30

24
25
25

Less than 1 percent.

B
Labor

Kennedy _________________ --------------Lodge
____________________________________
----------------------------Rockefeller
A Democrat _____________________________
A Republican--------------------------Others_--------------------------------_

White
collar

Farmer

Professional

Business

MlscelIaneous

All

- - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - 5
8
17
35
27
8

7
9

26

21
30
7

3
7
29

13
34
14

7
11
28

17
29
8

3
14
33
11

32
7

5

13
22
23

30
7

5
10
24
23

30
8

Mr. Speaker, the results show that the my district are solidly bound in their
people .of my district are concerned with feelings toward wliat is good for the
32 national defense. The fact that peace Nation.
22
27 ranked next in importance is an indica13 tion they believe that a strong defense
28 will prevent an atomic or conventional
Salute to Italy
29
27 war. I find that the fact inflation
ranked third and the budget·was among
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
China? the top six issues indicate that the people
OJ'
support the President's efforts in this
direction. They want a balanced budget,
HON. PETER W. RODINO, JR.
No
and if there is a surplus they want the
OF NEW JERSEY
74 · national debt reduced.
. IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
73
I am pleased to note there is no disWednesday, June 1,1960
~~ sension between the six categories. Sub76 stantially the majority of each group
Mr. RODINO. Mr. Speaker, on June
~~ expressed the same viewpoint toward all 2 we commemorate the 14th anriivermajor issues. This means the people of sary of the founding of the Italian
No

6. Do you favor re<JOgnition of Red

All--------------------------------

67
76
78
58
67
70

33

Yes

~
34

78

Others __ --------------------------------

Labor-----------____ -------------_
White
collar ______________________
Farmer_---------'----------------ProfessionaL---------------------Business. _______
------- ___ -------__
Miscellaneous
____________________

59
43
61
52

- - -- - -- - - - - -- - -- - -

4. Do you favor a series of summit conferences such as the one scheduled for Paris
this spring?

Labor __________ -- ______ ----------White collar______________________ _
Farmer ___ -----------------------ProfessionaL __ :.. _____ ------_---- __ _
Btisiness
__ -----------------------Miscellaneous
____________________ _
All __ ------------------------------

54

No

Labor

Humphrey-----------------------------Kennedy-------------------------------_
Johnson..
_______________________________ _
Nixon__________________________________ _

Yes

50

33
24
22

42

A

42

26
51
39

All_____ --------------

No

11. In November 1960, whom would you like to s.ee elected (A) President, (B) Vice President?

35
27
32

39
22
29

Yes

58
48
55

33
36
27

44
28

38

46
41
57
39
48

--------1----l--- ------

0

36
35

58

Labor---------------White collar_-------Farmer- ------------ProfessionaL
__ ------_
Business ____________
Miscellaneous _______ _

Yes

10. Do you favor so-called wilderness legislation now pending before Congress?

B

No

No

1960
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Republic. I should like to take this occaIt is important, on this 14th anniversion to salute the determination and in- sary of the Republic, to pause and redustry of the Italian people, who, in 14 member just how much Italy has
years, have achieved democracy, eco- achieved in the short span of years since
nomic progress, and international World War II. Today let us salute the
status.
· Republic of Italy-a stanch defender
On June 2, 1946-a short 14 years of democracy and a leader in the free
ago-Italy faced almost insurmountable . world.
obstacles. World War II had wreaked
havoc and destruction over most of the
country. And 20 years of totalitarian Minority Views on Compulsory Old-Age
dictatorship had left its mark upon
Annuities Expressed in 74th Congress
Italian freedom. Widespread economic
reconstruction was necessary, and the
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
foundations of a new political system
OF
had to be constructed over the ruins of
fascism. Both economic and political
HON. BRUCE ALGER
wounds had to be healed if Italy was to
OF TEXAS
achieve economic recovery and partner- ·
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
ship status in the free world.
VVednesday,June1,1960
The people of Italy, under able and
inspired leadership, attacked both probMr. ALGER. Mr. Speaker, since the
lems frontally and with vigor and de- very beginning of the program for oldtermination. Rejecting attacks from age and survivors insurance, warnings
both the right and the left, Italy estab- have been sounded that such a program
lished a democratic Republic through or- is of dubious constitutionality and that
derly democratic processes. She stands t.he basis upon which the program was
today as a bulwark of democracy, and an planned was unsound. It may be well
integral part of the free world in the for us to review some of these early
fight against Communist tyranny.
warnings, the logic of which have never
Progress on the economic front has been disputed, merely ignored. Under
been no less inspiring. A broad plan of permission to extend my remarks, I call
development, the 10-year Vanoni plan, your ~ttention to the following statement
which aims at a 5-percent increase in by minority members of the Ways and
the gross national product by 1964, is Means Committee to the first report on
currently in progress. As part of this · social security. This statement is taken
program, capital investment is being in- from House Report No. 615 of the 74th
creased, unemployment problems are Congress, 1st session, on the social sebeing tackled, and foreign trade is being curity bill:
expanded. By efficient use of the generCOMPULSORY OLD-AGE ANNUITIES
ous aid provided by the United States,
The bill is separated into several titles.
some progress has even been made in
for compulsory old-age
the development of the less prosperous Title II provides
and title VIII provides the method
areas, particularly in southern Italy. .annuities,
by which the money is to be raised to meet
With sheer force of determination and the expense thereof.
effort the Italian people have managed
The two titles are interdependent, and
to repair the ravages of war and rebuild neither is of any consequence without the
their country.
other. Neither of them has relation to any
Needless to say, much yet remains to other substantive title of the bill. Neither
be accomplished. Complicating Italy's is constitutional. Therein lies one of the
economic problems today is the steady reasons for our opposition to them.
The Federal Government has no power to
influx of refugees who are forced to leave
this system upon private industry.
Tunisia and must seek refuge in Italy. impose
The best legal talent that the Attorney
Over 10,000 refugees have already been General's office and the brain trust could
admitted, and they continue to arrive at marshal has for weeks applied itself to the
the rate of 200 per week. Although the task of trying to bring these titles within
Italian Government is doing its best to constitutional limitations. Their best effort
care for them, the task of absorbing this is only a plain circumvention. They have
large number of expellees is an over- separated the proposition into two titles.
whelming one for an already overbur- This separation is a separation in words
is no separation in spirit or indened economy. I am hopeful that we only. There
These two titles must stand or fall
can relieve this situation somewhat by tent.
together.
admitting some of the refugees to this
The learned brief submitted by the Attorcountry. I have introduced legislation ney General's office contains in its summato accomplish this.
tion the following, weak, apologetic lanItaly's progress cannot only be meas- guage:
"There may also be taken into consideraured by her internal success, but must
take into account also her significant tion the strong presumption which exists
participation in world affairs. As one in favor of the constitutionality of an act
the Congress, in the light of which and of
of the "European Six," Italy is a part of of
the foregoing discussion, it is reasonably
the European Common Market, Eura- safe
to assume that the social security bill,
tom, and the Coal and Steel Community, if enacted
into law, will probably be upheld
and thereby contributes to the joint ef- as constitutional."
fort to achieve common goals through
We also oppose these two titles because
cooperation and unity. And recognition they would not in any way contribute to the
of Italy as a leader in the free world is relief of present economic conditions, and
most clearly acknowledged in the North might in fact retard economic recovery.
Atlantic Treaty Organization, where
The original bill contained a title providItaly is a vital and indispensable ing for voluntary annuities. This was anpartner.
other attempt to place the Government in

competition with private business. Under
fire, this title has been omitted. It was
Closely akin to title II. In fact, it had one
virtue that title II does not possess in that
it was voluntary while title II is compulsory.
These titles impose a crushing burden upon
industry and upon labor. They establish a
bureaucracy in the field of insurance in
competition with private business.
The minority membership of the Ways
and Means Committee have at no time offered any political or partisan opposition to
the progress of this measure, but on the
contrary have labored faithfully in an effort
to produce a measure that would be constitutional and that would inure to the
general welfare of all the people.
ALLEN T. TREADWAY.
ISAAC BACHARACH.
FRANK CROWTHER.
HAROLD KNUTSON.
DANIEL A. REED.
ROY 0. WOODRUFF.
THOMAS A. JENKINS.

Tunisia's Day of Independence
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. ADAM C. POWELL
OF NEW YORK

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

VVednesday, June 1, 1960

Mr. POWELL. Mr. Speaker, in accordance with Tunisia's Day of Independence, I wish to salute the President
of the Republic of Tunisia, Mr. Habib
Bourguiba, His Excellency, the Ambassador of Tunisia, Mr. Mongi Slim, and
all of their fellow countrymen.
This young nation, derived of an
ancient civilization, would certainly astound the most keen observer of its
myriad achievements, from the viewpoint of her own history and of that of
humanity in general. Dating as far
back as from the middle of the fifth
century B.C., Carthage became from her
foundation, a metropolis of civilization
and exceptional economic expansion.
Tunisia has given to the world, in addition to architectural progress, a vast
culture of Greco-Latin humanities, municipal organization and the development of literature and the arts. Her
heritage is indeed a cradle of a brilliant
civilization, as seen by the vestiges to
be viewed in the museums of Carthage
and Bardo, the ruin of the majestic temples, amphitheaters, thermal establishments and gymnasiums, in sites which at
one time witnessed the refined way of
life of that period.
Following the conquest and destruction of Carthage, Rome ruled the country under Emperor Caligula's jurisdiction. Years later, the Arab, Moslem,
and Spanish influences entered the
country. Torn and crippled by her everchanging succession of rulers, the
French Republic then took advantage of
Tunisia's misfortune and of the lack of
authority of its rulers and occupied the
country in 1881 under the treaty of Ksar
Said.
Tunisia's long and persistent struggle
for freedom, however, was not to continue unrewarded. A nationalist movement began 20 years later, inspired by
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the impact of a foreign occupation, and
Tunisia's laborious :fight for freedom
ended when, in 1957, the Deputies of
the Tunisian Nation and members of the
National Constituent Assembly, "in the
name of the people" and ''for the edification of a democratic regime" declared
the abolition of the monarchy and proclaimed Tunisia a Republican State,
entrusting to Mr. Habib Bourguiba,
President of the Council, the duty of
"President of the Tunisian Republic."
The few years have already seen the
flourishing achievements since President
Habib Bourguiba's election. Indeed
with him at its head, Tunisia will see the
fulfillment of its dreams for it is in him
whom the people see the symbol of their
liberation trom French protectorate and
the artisan of their future.
Again, on this, their day of independence, I wish to extend my sincerest
best wishes to all the people of this
young and expanding nation.

In the American Tradition-America,
Still the Land of Opportunity
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. JOHN C. WATTS
OF KENTUCKY ·

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Wednesday, June 1,1960

Mr. W A'ITS. Mr. Speaker, it is my
privilege today to commend and offer
congratulations to one of Kentucky's
and, indeed, America's outstanding citizens. I refer, Mr. Speaker, to a man
· who has become a living testimony of
what a man can do with his life in
America.
This man, Mr. Speaker, is Garvice D.
Kincaid, of Lexington. He is one of the
eight winners of the 14th annual
Horatio Alger Awards of the American
Schools and Colleges Association. These
awards are annually conferred upon outstanding citizens who, in the rags-toriches tradition of the fictional characters of Horatio Alger, have achieved
outstanding successes from modest beginnings. By their lives, as the award
notation reads, these men demonstrate
and enhance, "the American tradition of
overcoming obstacles to achieve success
through diHgence, industry, and perserverance."
Mr. Speaker, under leave to extend my
remarks I submit for inclusion in the
RECORD the following brief remarks about
this great American and fellow Kentuckian.
Mr. Kincaid has this month been
singled out from 2,000 Americans with
outstanding careers to take home one of
the coveted 1960 Horatio Alger Awards
presented to America's leaders during
its 14th annual ceremony in New York
at the Waldorf-Astoria.
A self-made man from humble beginnings in Tallega, Ky., this business

giant heads a $200 million empire of
finance and insurance companies, 16
banks, real estate companies, hotels, office buildings, newspaper, and radio stations.
He started out by selling newspapers
and doing odd jobs. He knew early the
importance of an education. He attended Eastern State College in Richmond; he then put himself through law
school at the University of Kentucky.
How Garvice Kincaid managed to pay
his own way foreshadowed the financial
brilliance that soon characterized his
life. He borrowed $1,500 to make a
down payment on three small houses to
be sold at auction. Then he sold them
at a profit and thus financed his lawschool tuition.
Today, Mr. Kincaid controls more than
150 corporations. The story of his financial successes literally reads like one
of the Horatio Alger-type legends that
characterize Americans in real life who
have his kind of drive.
In his second year at law school, Mr.
Kincaid passed the Kentucky bar
though he went on to complete his full
course. · Following law school, he practiced law in Lexington and "dabbled" in
real estate; with profits made he began
to expand his interests, bought a small
finance company, and later acquired
control of a bank.
During the past 20 years, with a midas
touch, Mr. Kincaid has blazed a legendary financial trail. Associates say he
seems to have an intuitional genius in
:figuring the growth potentialities of
every business he purchases and as far
as anyone can recall, he has never lost a
cent on any of his transactions.
It is not just as a financial genius that
this father of twin daughters, attending
Stephens College in Columbia, Mo., is
noteworthy. Philanthrophy, though he
has not taken credit for a lot of it, has
been a part of his way of living. True
to the spirit of give and take that is a
part of the American way, Mr. Kincaid
has been the backbone of many of the
Big Brother organizations that give direct and needful aid to many underprivileged children. The Kincaid corporations contribute $50,000 each year
to the Boys Club of Lexington. A contribution of $100,000 was signed over by
him to the YMCA. He has donated
$25,000 toward construction of a rehabilitation home for delinquent boys. In
addition, he annually underwrites 12
scholarships to the University of Kentucky. When Tallega needed a new
church they found that Mr. Kincaid had
donated 10 acres of la~d to them for this
purpose. Then he donated the lumber
for the building. All in all, Kincaid's
charitable donations total about $200,000
each year.
When presented the Horatio Alger
Award, Mr. Kincaid in a short speech
said:
I feel that all of us should he ever mindful
to watch what is going on not only in our
country but in the countries around usthat this way of life that makes opportunities
like this possible, shall not perish from the
earth.

Minority Views on the Compulsory Social
Insurance System-8lst Congress
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. BRUCE ALGER
OF TEXAS

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
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Mr. ALGER. . In a further study of the
history of the social security program,
I would like to call to the attention of
the Members some of the thinking contained in the minority views to H.R. 6000,
a bill passed by the 81st Congress increasing benefits and expanding c~ver
age. I would like to point out again that
a conscientious minority has constantly
warned against the unsoundness of a
political system of providing security for
our older citizens. The following views
were expressed by the minority in Report
No. 1300, 1st session, 81st Congress in the
report on Social Security Act Amendments of 1949:
THE COMPULSORY SOCIAL INSURANCE SYSTEM

The provisions we oppose will increase the
?ost of this system at its maturity by approxImately $3,500 million a year and this amount
when added to the huge and pyramiding cost
of the other features of the program may
well mean the difference between the success or breakdown of the system.
In our opinion, the purpose of compulsory
social insurance is to provide a basic floor of
economic protection for the individual and
his family and in so doing to encourage and
stimulate voluntary savings through personal initiative and ambition. It should not
invade the field historically belonging to the
individual.
We believe that such a form of compulsory
social insurance which unnecessarily takes
from the individual funds which he would
invest or otherwise use for building his own
security is incompatible with our freeenterprise system. Accordingly, we do not
conceive it to he a proper function or responsibility of the Federal Government
either to compensate individuals for all types
of losses in earning capacity or to provide
a scale of benefits which pay substantially
higher amounts to those with higher income.
We believe further that if this vast program is to fulfill its social objectives, the
most important factor is to restrict the
burden of its pyramiding cost within an
amount which the economy can bear. This
is so because in the final analysis the basis
of all security is a productive economy and
the burden in any one year of the mounting
cost of this program will have, in the main,
to be paid for out of the production of the
goods and services which the system seeks
to distribute. In 20 years the payroll tax
provided for in this hill will be 6.5 percent or
a dollar cost based on present wage levels
of over $8 billion a year in this one program
alone. If this burden becomes too great, the
system may well be repudiated by future
generations, and if benefit payments are carried to extreme, the inevitable result of the
companion tax burden will be a stifling of
the incentive and ambition to produce.
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